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A B S T R A C T

In this study we synthesized two nitrogen-doped microporous carbons (NMCs) from the benzoxazine monomers
BZAPh and BZACN through a process of curing polymerization, calcination, and KOH activation. We prepared
the benzoxazine monomers BZAPh and BZACN in high yield and purity through Mannich reactions of 1,3,5-tris
(4-aminophenoxy)benzene (TriPh-3NH2), paraformaldehyde, and 4-phenylazophenol and 4-[(4-hydroxyphenyl)
diazenyl] benzonitrile, respectively, in 1,4-dioxane. We employed differential scanning calorimetry (DSC),
temperature-dependent Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA)
to characterize the ring opening polymerization and thermal stability of the uncured monomers BZAPh and
BZACN and the products of their thermal treatment at various temperatures. In addition, we used TGA, wide-
angle X-ray diffraction (XRD), Raman and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopies (XPS), transmission electron mi-
croscopy (TEM), and Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) analyses to examine the surface areas, porous structures,
surface morphologies, chemical compositions, and thermal stabilities of these two highly N-doped NMCs. The
NMC derived from the BZACN monomer, possessing both azobenzene and nitrile functionalities, exhibited su-
perior thermal properties and CO2 capture ability because it contained a high crosslinking density of the triazine
functional groups after thermal curing.

1. Introduction

Porous carbon materials displaying chemical resistance, high sur-
face areas, large pores, large pore volumes, biocompatibility, and ex-
cellent electrical conductivity have much attracted attention in both
industrial and academic fields [1–6]. Because of their unique char-
acteristics, these porous carbon materials have many potential appli-
cations in, for example, drug delivery, sensor technology, gene therapy,
catalysis, SO2 adsorption, CO2 uptake, Li–S batteries, and electro-
chemical energy storage [7–11]. Furthermore, the preparation of ni-
trogen (N)-doped porous carbon materials has become interesting be-
cause of their ability to uptake CO2; the incorporation of the N
heteroatoms can improve the chemical properties and polarity of the

carbon material and, thereby, enhance its interactions with molecules
of CO2 [12–16]. The literature describes many methods for the pre-
paration of N-doped porous carbon materials, including chemical vapor
deposition; solvothermal, segregation, and condensation reactions;
thermal decomposition; polymer precursor approaches; reactions of
melamine with porous carbon; and carbonization and KOH-activation
processes of N-containing materials [17–20].

Polybenzoxazines (PBZs) are phenolic resins and types of high-
performance thermosetting polymers [21–24]. These kinds of phenolic
resins have several attractive properties: good solvent-resistance, cor-
rosion-resistance, and flame-retardancy; ease of processability; che-
mical stability; good mechanical properties; low hygroscopicity; low
surface free energies; high carbon residue rates; low dielectric
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constants; high glass transition temperatures (Tg); and no release of
small molecules during their thermal curing polymerization [25–28].
PBZ resins are readily synthesized through thermal ring opening poly-
merization (ROP) from benzoxazine monomers, which are themselves
prepared through Mannich condensation by phenols and amines with
paraformaldehyde in the presence or absence of a solvent [29–35]. PBZ
resins differ from other traditional phenolic resins because the presence
of N atoms in the main chains of the PBZ after thermal curing of the
benzoxazine units provides the potential for hydrogen bonding with OH
groups, thereby increasing the hydrophobicity of such materials
[36–38]. Although PBZ resins can display outstanding properties, these
properties can be improved further through processing. Two main ap-
proaches have been developed for the modification of benzoxazines: (i)
changing the chemical structures of the amines and phenols to present
nitrile, hydroxyalkyl, alkyl, carboxyl, or propargyl groups from the
benzoxazine monomers and (ii) blending or copolymerizing the ben-
zoxazine monomers with polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxane (POSS),
carbon nanotubes, nanoclay, polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), and gra-
phene [39–42]. Many previous reports describe the preparation of
highly porous and highly thermally stable N-doped porous carbons
from PBZ matrices in three steps: thermal curing, carbonization, and
KOH chemical activation. For example, Hao et al. prepared N-doped
porous carbons by using the polymer poly(benzoxazine-co-resol) as a
precursor; these materials exhibited excellent CO2 capture [43]. Fur-
thermore, the Li group prepared N-containing porous carbons by the
nitrile-functionalized benzoxazine monomer [44]. We obtained N-
doped microporous carbons (NMCs) by the nitrile-functionalized ben-
zoxazine matrix, which we prepared through the reaction of 4-cyano-
phenol, TriPh-3NH2, and CH2O; the CO2 uptake ability of this BZCN-A
microporous carbon was 2.82 mmol g–1 [45].

In this present study, we prepared the two new benzoxazine
monomers BZAPh and BZACN, each containing azobenzene units,
through Mannich condensations of TriPh-3NH2 and (CH2O)n with 4-
phenylazophenol and 4-[(4-hydroxyphenyl)diazenyl]benzonitrile
(AzoOHCN), respectively. We used NMR spectroscopy, (temperature-
dependent) FTIR spectroscopy, high-resolution Fourier transform mass
spectrometry (HR-FT-MS), DSC, and TGA to examine the chemical
structures and thermal curing behavior of these two monomers and
their thermal stability before and after thermal curing at various tem-
perature. We then employed carbonization and KOH activation che-
mical process of the polymers poly(BZAPh) and poly(BZACN) at 800 °C
to obtain the N-doped-porous carbon materials poly(BZAPh)-A and poly
(BZACN)-A, respectively. We investigated the specific surface areas,
porous structures, surface morphologies, chemical compositions,
thermal stabilities, and CO2 uptake abilities of the highly N-doped
hierarchically porous carbons derived from the benzoxazine monomers
BZAPh and BZACN through Raman spectroscopy, XRD, XPS, TEM, the
BET method, TGA, and CO2 adsorption measurements. This report is the
first to describe the effect of the incorporation of azobenzene units into
the benzoxazine matrix on the properties of the resulting N-doped
carbon materials, including their CO2 capture abilities.

2. Experimental section

2.1. Materials

Phloroglucinol, N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF), potassium carbo-
nate (K2CO3), 10 % palladium on activated carbon (Pd/C, 10 wt%), 4-
phenylazophenol, and anhydrous magnesium sulfate (MgSO4) were
purchased from Sigma–Aldrich. Hydrazine monohydrate
(NH2NH2·H2O), hexane, 1-fluoro-4-nitrobenzene, absolute ethanol
(EtOH, 99.9 %), 1,4-dioxane, paraformaldehyde, tetrahydrofuran
(THF), acetonitrile (CH3CN), hydrochloric acid (37 %), and di-
chloromethane (CH2Cl2) were purchased from Acros. The synthesis of
TriPh-3NH2 was performed according to a previously reported method,
as summarized in Scheme S1 and Fig. S1 and S2 [45,46].

2.2. AzoOHCN [Scheme S2] [47]

In two-neck round-bottom flask (250 mL) under a N2 atmosphere, 4-
cyanoaniline (5.00 g, 42.3 mmol) was dissolved in hydrochloric acid
(10 mL) and water (10 mL) and then the solution was cooled to 0 °C
with stirring. A solution of NaNO2 (2.90 g, 42.3 mmol) in water (20 mL)
was added slowly to the reaction mixture at 0 °C to form a solution of
the diazonium salt. A solution of phenol (3.98 g, 42.3 mmol) in 10 wt%
aqueous NaOH (28 mL) was cooled to 5 °C and added to the cold so-
lution of the diazonium salt. The mixture was left for 6 h at 0 °C and
then acidified with aqueous HCl to form an orange solid, which was
filtered off and washed many times with water. The orange powder was
purified through column chromatography (EtOAc/hexane, 1:3) to give
AzoOHCN as an orange powder (7.00 g, 64 %). FTIR (KBr, cm–1): 3388
(OH stretching), 3070 (CHe aromatic), 2227 (CN stretching). 1H NMR
(500 MHz, DMSO-d6, δ, ppm, Fig. S3): 10.60 (1H, s, OH), 6.98 (2H, d),
7.80 (2H, d), 7.93 (4H, t). 13C NMR (125 MHz, DMSO-d6, δ, ppm, Fig.
S4): 162.42, 154.99, 145.88, 134.74, 126.31, 123.92, 116.82 (CN).

2.3. BZAPh

A solution of TriPh-3NH2 (1.00 g, 2.51 mmol), paraformaldehyde
(0.45 g, 15.0 mmol), and 4-phenylazophenol (1.49 g, 7.52 mmol) in
1,4-dioxane (50 mL) was heated under reflux at 110 °C for 24 h under a
N2 atmosphere in a round-bottom flask (100 mL) equipped with a
condenser and magnetic stirrer. The mixture was cooled to room tem-
perature and then the 1,4-dioxane was evaporated under reduced
pressure at 50 °C. A small amount of CH2Cl2 was added to dissolve the
residue, then hexane (300 mL) was added to precipitated BZAPh as an
orange solid (1.00 g, 60 %). FTIR (KBr, cm–1): 3057 (CH aromatic),
1602 (C]C stretching), 1233 (CeOCe asymmetric stretching), 930
(oxazine ring). 1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6, δ, ppm): 7.99–6.04
(ArCH), 5.52 (OCH2N), 4.74 (ArCH2N). 13C NMR (125 MHz, DMSO-d6,
δ, ppm): 161.81–113.54 (aromatic), 80.32 (OCH2N), 49.24 (ArCH2N).
HR-FT-MS: calcd. for C66H52N9O6: m/z 1065.4; found: 1066.4 (Fig. S5).

2.4. Bzacn

A solution of TriPh-3NH2 (1.00 g, 2.51 mmol), paraformaldehyde
(0.45 g, 15.0 mmol), and AzoOHCN (1.68 g, 7.52 mmol) in 1,4-dioxane
(50 mL) was heated at 110 °C for 24 h under N2 atmosphere in a round-
bottom flask (100 mL) equipped with a condenser and a magnetic
stirrer. The mixture was cooled to room temperature and then the
solvent was evaporated under reduced pressure. A small amount of
CH2Cl2 was added to dissolve the residue, and then hexane (300 mL)
was added to precipitate BZACN as an orange solid (1.0 g, 60 %). FTIR
(KBr, cm–1): 3051 (CH aromatic), 1597 (C]C stretching), 1227
(CeOCe asymmetric stretching), 925 (oxazine ring). 1H NMR (500
MHz, DMSO-d6, δ, ppm,): 7.82–6.06 (ArH), 5.51 (OCH2N), 4.74
(ArCH2N). 13C NMR (125 MHz, DMSO-d6, δ, ppm): 162.93–113.12
(aromatic), 80.49 (OCH2N), 40.29 (ArCH2N). HR-FT-MS: calcd. for
C69H49N12O6: m/z 1140.38; found: 1141.39 (Fig. S6).

2.5. Thermal curing polymerization of BZAPh and BZACN

A desired amount of the BZAPh or BZACN monomer was charged in
an aluminum pan and placed in an oven and heated at various tem-
peratures (110, 150, 180, 210, and 250 °C; 2 h at each temperature) to
afford poly(BZAPh) and poly(BZACN) as a black powder.

2.6. NMCs derived from monomers BZAPh and BZACN

A desired amount of the monomer BZAPh or BZACN (2.00 g) was
polymerized in an oven for 5 h at 250 °C. The sample was then calcined
in a tubular furnace, by heating at a rate of 5 °C min–1 under a N2

atmosphere and then at 600 °C for 2 h. The black sample was mixed in
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aqueous KOH and stirred overnight at 25 °C. The water was evaporated
under reduced pressure at 120 °C for 24 h under vacuum. Then, the
activated sample was transferred into a tubular furnace and heated at a
rate of 5 °C min–1 under a N2 atmosphere and then at 800 °C for 8 h to
afford an NMC (1.00 g, 50 %).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Synthesis of the monomers BZAPh and BZACN

Scheme 1 presents the syntheses of the monomers BZAPh and
BZACN; their structures were confirmed using FTIR and NMR spectro-
scopies and high-resolution mass spectrometry. Fig. 1 displays the FTIR
spectra of AzoOHCN, TriPh-3NH2, BZAPh, and BZACN. The FTIR

spectrum of AzoOHCN [Fig. 1(a)] features three major signals at 3388,
3070, and 2227 cm–1, representing its phenolic OH, aromatic CH, and
nitrile units, respectively. The characteristic absorption signals for the
amino groups of TriPh-3NH2 appeared at 3400 and 3200 cm–1

[Fig. 1(b)]. The characteristic absorptions bands for BZAPh appeared at
3057, 1233, and 930 cm–1 [Fig. 1(c)] and for BZACN at 3051, 1227, and
925 cm–1 [Fig. 1(d)], representing their aromatic CH, asymmetric
CeOCe stretching, and benzoxazine-related bands, respectively. The
absence of signals at 3388 cm–1 (representing phenolic OH groups) in
the spectra of both BZAPh and BZACN monomers and the appearance a
signal at 2225 cm–1 (representing a cyano group) in the spectrum of the
BZACN monomer, confirmed the successful syntheses of both mono-
mers in high purity and yield.

Fig. 2 displays the 1H NMR spectra of TriPh-3NH2, BZAPh, and

Scheme 1. Syntheses of (a) BZAPh, (b) poly(BZAPh), (c) BZACN, (d) poly(BZACN), and (e) the NMCs.

Fig. 1. FTIR spectra of (a) AzoOHCN, (b) TriPh-3NH2, (c) BZAPh, and (d) BZACN.
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BZACN in DMSO-d6. The 1H NMR spectrum of TriPh-3NH2 [Fig. 2(a)]
features signals at 6.72–5.92 ppm that we assign to aromatic protons
and at 4.98 ppm for the NH2 groups. The 1H NMR spectrum of BZAPh
[Fig. 2(b)] contains two sharp peaks centered at 4.74 and 5.51 ppm and
that for BZACN [Fig. 2(c)] features signals centered at 4.74 and 5.52
ppm, in each case representing the ArCH2N and OCH2N units in their
oxazine rings.

Fig. 3 presents the 13C NMR spectra of TriPh-3NH2, BZAPh, and
BZACN. Signals for two carbon nuclei appeared at 80.32 and 49.24 ppm

for the ArCH2N and OCH2N units of BZAPh, with aromatic signals ap-
pearing in the range from 161.81–113.54 ppm [Fig. 3(b)]. Similar
characteristic signals for BZACN appeared at 80.49 and 49.29 ppm. In
addition, the signal of the carbon nucleus of the nitrile group appeared
at 113.11 pm in the spectrum of BZACN. Together, these spectra con-
firmed the syntheses of the monomers BZAPh and BZACN.

Fig. 2. 1H NMR spectra of (a) TriPh-3NH2, (b) BZAPh, and (c) BZACN.

Fig. 3. 13C NMR spectra of (a) TriPh-3NH2, (b) BZAPh, and (c) BZACN.
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Fig. 4. (a) DSC and (b) FTIR spectral analyses of BZAPh before and after thermal curing from room temperature to 250 °C.

Fig. 5. (a) DSC and (b) FTIR spectral analyses of BZACN before and after thermal curing from room temperature to 250 °C.
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3.2. Thermal curing polymerization of the monomers BZAPh and BZACN

We used DSC (Fig. 4) and FTIR spectroscopy (Fig. 5) to examine the
thermal ROP of BZAPh and BZACN. Fig. 4(a) displays the DSC profiles
of the uncured BZAPh and the products of its polymerization at tem-
peratures from 110 to 250 °C. The uncured BZAPh monomer displayed
a maximum exothermic curing peak at 224 °C with a reaction heat of
136 J g–1 and a melting temperature of 110 °C. After thermal curing of
BZAPh at temperatures of 110 and 150 °C, the maximum exothermic
curing peaks were centered at 225 and 231 °C, respectively, with re-
action heats of 125 and 69 J g–1, respectively. Further thermal curing at
180 °C caused the maximum exothermic curing peak to disappear
completely, suggesting complete ROP of the oxazine units and form
poly(BZAPh) with high crosslinking density. Fig. 4(b) presents corre-
sponding FTIR spectra of the uncured BZAPh and its products from
thermal curing. The signals of the benzoxazine moiety in BZAPh ap-
peared at 1233, 1170, and 930 cm–1, representing its C–O–C, C–N–C,
and benzoxazine units, respectively. All these characteristic absorption
signals for the benzoxazine ring in the monomer disappeared com-
pletely after curing the monomer at temperatures from 180 to 250 °C.

Fig. 5 displays the DSC thermograms of the BZACN monomer, which
provided a sharp exothermic peak at 238 °C and a reaction heat of 169 J
g–1. Again, the thermal curing peak disappeared completely after in-
creasing the thermal curing temperature from 180 to 250 °C. The
BZACN monomer possessed a melting temperature of 114 °C; the poly
(BZACN) obtained after thermal curing at 180 °C had a glass transition
temperature of 194 °C. Interestingly, the exothermic curing peaks for
the oxazine units in BZAPh and BZACN [Figs. 4(a) and 5(a)] appeared
at lower temperatures than that for the typical Pa-type monomer 3-
phenyl-3,4-dihydro-2H-benzooxazine (263 °C), presumably because the
azobenzene units in both monomers and the CN unit in BZACN acted as
catalysts for ROP of these benzoxazine units [48,49]. The characteristic
FTIR spectral absorption signals for the benzoxazine unit in the BZACN
monomer completely disappeared after thermal treatment at 210 and
250 °C [Fig. 5(b)], is good agreement with the results of the DSC ana-
lysis. The absorption band for the CN unit at 2232 cm–1 disappeared
after thermal curing at 210 or 250 °C, with two new characteristic
absorptions at 1543 and 1385 cm–1, confirming the trimerization of the
CN groups at these temperatures to form extended two-dimensional
(2D) frameworks (triazine covalent frameworks) of the poly(BZACN)
type with high crosslinking density.

We used TGA analysis (Fig. 6) under a N2 atmosphere to investigate
the thermal stabilities of the uncured monomers BZAPh and BZACN and
the products of their polymerization after thermal curing at various
temperatures (from 110 to 250 °C). Fig. 6(a) and (b) reveal that, before
thermal curing, the monomers BZAPh and BZACN exhibited decom-
position temperatures (Td10; 10 % weight-loss temperatures) of 270 and
267 °C, respectively, and char yields (residual weight remaining at 800
°C) of 53.3 and 61.0 wt%, respectively. As expected, after increasing the
thermal curing temperature, the thermal decomposition temperatures
and char yields of increased to 410 °C and 66.1 wt%, respectively, for
poly(BZAPh) and to 404 °C and 66.3 wt%, respectively, for poly
(BZACN), consistent with increasing crosslinking densities after the
ROPs of the benzoxazine rings to form three-dimensional (3D) struc-
tures in both PBZ cases. Furthermore, poly(BZACN) displayed a higher
value of Td (404 °C) than that of the BZCN-type PBZ (393 °C), pre-
sumably because of the presence of the azobenzene moiety in the
BZACN monomer. In addition, poly(BZACN) provided a higher char
yield (66.3 wt%) than that of poly(BZAPh) (66.1 wt%), presumably
because of the formation of an additional 2D framework of triazine
rings [44,45].

3.3. Characterization of NMCs derived from monomers BZAPh and BZACN

We prepared NMCs derived from the poly(BZAPh) and poly(BZACN)
by applying carbonization and KOH activation processes, as detailed in

the Experimental section and presented in Scheme 1(e). The porous
structures and properties, including the BET surface areas and pore size
distributions, of poly(BZAPh)-A and poly(BZACN)-A were examined
through N2 adsorption/desorption experiments at 77 K (Fig. 7, Table 1).
As displayed in Fig. 7(a) and (c), the isothermal curves of poly(BZAPh)-
A and poly(BZACN)-A both featured rapid increases in absorption at
low values of P/P0 (< 0.05), indicating that both of these NMCs were
microporous carbon materials that provided type-I isotherms. Further-
more, the BET surface areas of poly(BZACN)-A (942 m2 g−1) is higher
than that poly(BZAPh)-A (523 m2 g–1) which is attributed to the pre-
sence 2D framework of triazine rings in poly(BZACN) which could
provide abundant micropores, increase of micropore area and micro-
pore volume in poly(BZACN)-A after carbonization and KOH activation
[44]. In addition, the pore size distributions, calculated using nonlocal
density functional theory [Fig. 7(b) and (d)], revealed that the average
pore sizes for the poly(BZAPh)-A and poly(BZACN)-A microporous
carbon materials were 0.433 and 1.40 nm; these results were consistent
with the TEM images in Fig. 7(c) and (e). Also, SEM images [Fig. S7(a)
and (b)] indicate that poly(BZAPh)-A and poly(BZACN)-A had pore
structure.

We used powder XRD to investigate the degrees of graphitization of
our prepared NMCs poly(BZAPh)-A and poly(BZACN)-A (Fig. S8). The
patterns of poly(BZAPh)-A and poly(BZACN)-A both featured two broad
diffraction peaks located at values of 2θ of 25 and 44°, which we as-
signed to the (002) and (100) planes of irregular and amorphous carbon
and graphitic carbon, respectively [50]. The intensity of the diffraction
signal at a value of 2θ of 44° for poly(BZACN)-A was stronger than that
for poly(BZAPh)-A, presumably because the presence of CN groups led
to the formation of more of a perfect regular carbon. The XPS profiles of
our microporous carbon materials poly(BZAPh)-A and poly(BZACN)-A
(Fig. S9) revealed three distinct peaks centered at 284, 400, and 530 eV,
corresponding to C, N, and O atoms on their surfaces. We fitted the XPS
data for the N and O atoms on the surface of our synthesized poly
(BZAPh)-A and poly(BZACN)-A microporous carbon materials to in-
vestigate their degrees of graphitization (Fig. 8, Table 2). According to
the curve fitting analyses, as presented in Fig. 8(c) and (d) and in
Scheme 1(e), four types of N-containing species were present on the
surfaces of the microporous carbon materials poly(BZAPh)-A and poly
(BZACN)-A: oxidized nitrogen species (N–X, near 403 eV), quaternary
nitrogen species (N-3, near 401 eV), pyridonic or pyridone nitrogen
species (N-6, near 400 eV), and pyridinic nitrogen species (N-5, near
398 eV). The O-containing species on the surface of these microporous
carbon materials included adsorbed H2O (535.9 eV), COeH units
(534.2 eV), CeO units (533.3 eV), CO] units (532.3 eV), and quinone
species (531.3 eV), according to the results of fitting the O1s spectra
[Fig. 8(a) and (b)] [11,45,51]. As expected, after activation of poly
(BZAPh) and poly(BZACN), the N- and O-atom contents were 2.6 and
19.3 wt%, respectively, for poly(BZAPh)-A and 4.6 and 23 wt%, re-
spectively, for poly(BZACN)-A. The N-5 concentration (58.0 %) in poly
(BZACN)-A was higher than that in poly(BZAPh)-A (48.3 %) because of
the presence of extra CN groups in poly(BZACN). In addition, our NMCs
derived from BZAPh and BZACN contained higher fractions of N-5, N-6,
and oxygen units when compared with previously reported NMC ma-
terials [11,16,45,52]. Therefore, we expected that these new materials
might be useful for energy storage and CO2 uptake.

Fig. 9 presents the Raman spectra of our microporous carbon ma-
terials poly(BZAPh)-A and poly(BZACN)-A. For both materials, two
characteristic peaks appeared at 1350 cm–1 (corresponding to the D
band, representing imperfect and disarrayed structures derived from
turbostratic carbon layers) and 1599 cm–1 (corresponding to the G
band, representing the vibration of sp2-hybridized carbon atoms)
[45,51]. We calculated the intensity ratios for the D- and G-bands (ID/
IG) to characterize the degrees of graphitization of these carbon mate-
rials. The value of ID/IG for poly(BZACN)-A (0.95) was lower than that
of poly(BZAPh)-A (0.99), suggesting that poly(BZACN)-A possessed a
regular microporous structure, presumably because of the formation of
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an additional 2D framework of triazine rings at high temperature. These
findings are consistent with the results of the XRD and XPS analyses. We
used TGA to measure the thermal stabilities of our microporous carbon
materials poly(BZAPh)-A and poly(BZACN)-A (Fig. S10, and Table 1).
Interestingly, poly(BZAPh)-A and poly(BZACN)-A had similar values of

Td10 (588 °C) and similar char yields (92 wt%). Thus, both poly
(BZAPh)-A and poly(BZACN)-A had outstanding thermal stabilities
after chemical activation with KOH.

Fig. 6. TGA profiles of the monomers (a) BZAPh and (b) BZACN, recorded before and after curing at temperatures from 25 to 250 °C.

Fig. 7. (a, c) Nitrogen adsorption/desorption isotherms, (b, d) pore size distribution, and (c, e) TEM images of (A) poly(BZAPh)-A and (B) poly(BZACN)-A.
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3.4. CO2 capture of poly(BZAPh)-A and poly(BZACN)-A

As mentioned above, we suspected that our new NMCs could be
useful for CO2 uptake because they contained higher contents of N-5, N-
6, and oxygen units when compared with those of other previously
reported N-rich carbon materials [11,15,16,45,52,53]. Fig. 10(a) and
(b) display the equilibrium CO2 isotherms of the microporous carbon
materials poly(BZAPh)-A and poly(BZACN)-A, recorded at 298 and 273
K, respectively. The degrees of CO2 capture of poly(BZACN)-A at 298
and 273 K were 4.00 and 8.13 mmol g–1, respectively; for poly(BZAPh)-
A, these values were 3.30 and 5.25 mmol g–1, respectively. The superior
performance of poly(BZACN)-A presumably arose because of its higher
surface (942 m2 g–1) and higher content of N-containing species (58 %),
and large pore diameter (1.40 nm) relative to those of poly(BZAPh)-A
(522 m2 g–1 48.3 % and 0.433 nm, respectively), arising from the extra
triazine units derived from the BZACN monomer. As previously re-
ported, a higher N-atom concentration in a microporous carbon mate-
rial enhances its adsorption ability and efficiency toward acidic CO2 gas

[11,16,45,52,53]. Previously, we prepared corresponding materials
poly(BZPh)-A and poly(BZCN)-A lacking azobenzene units; their de-
grees of CO2 uptake were only 1.44 and 2.82 mmol g–1, respectively
[45]. Table S1 compares the CO2 capture abilities of poly(BZAPh)-A
and poly(BZACN)-A with those of other previously reported N-doped
carbon materials derived from PBZ matrices [52,54]. Both poly
(BZAPh)-A and poly(BZACN)-A exhibited excellent CO2 uptake beha-
vior, superior to those of other types of N-doped carbon materials de-
rived from PBZ, when measured at the same temperatures (298 and 273
K). Our azobenzene-and-nitrile-functionalized PBZ appears to be a good
candidate material for CO2 adsorption.

4. Conclusions

We have prepared to NMCs derived from the monomers BZAPh and
BZACN. DSC revealed that the thermal curing temperatures for both
monomers were lower than that of a typical Pa-type benzoxazine
monomer, presumably because of the presence of azobenzene units in
both monomers and the presence of a CN unit in the monomer BZACN;
these units could act as catalytic sites for the ROP of the benzoxazine
units. The products obtained after thermal curing of the monomers
possessed high thermal stability, due to high cross-linking densities, as
determined using TGA. After performing carbonization and KOH acti-
vation processes, the microporous carbon material poly(BZACN)-A
displayed CO2 capture ability greater than that of poly(BZAPh)-A when
measured at the same temperature. The superior CO2 capture of poly
(BZACN)-A arose because of its higher surface area and higher content
of N-containing species in its structure. Furthermore, the CO2 capture
abilities of poly(BZAPh)-A and poly(BZACN)-A were superior to those
of previously reported N-doped carbon materials synthesized from PBZ
matrices, when measured at the same temperatures (298 and 273 K).

Table 1
Thermal properties, surface areas, XPS data, and CO2 uptake behavior of the
monomers BZAPh and BZACN and the products obtained after thermal curing,
carbonization, and activation.

XPS analysis (%)

Samples Td10 (℃) Char
yield
(wt
%)

C O N Smicro

(m2

g−1)

CO2 uptake
(mmol g−1)
298
K

273
K

BZAPh 250 47.3 – – – – – –
BZACN 236 57.2 – – – – – –
poly(BZAPh) 349 61.9 – – – – – –
poly(BZACN) 350 61.1 – – – – – –
poly(BZAPh)-A 588 92.0 79.0 19.3 2.6 522 3.00 5.25
poly(BZACN)-A 588 92.0 71.6 23.0 4.6 942 4.00 8.13

Fig. 8. XPS spectra (O1s and N1s orbitals) of (a, c) poly(BZAPh)-A and (b, d) poly(BZACN)-A.
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Table 2
Curve-fitting data for the area fractions derived from the N1s and O1s spectra of the microporous carbons poly(BZAPh)-A and poly(BZACN)-A.

Samples N species O species

N-6 N-5 N-Q N-X Quinone C = O C-O C-OH H2O

poly(BZAPh)-A 6.30 48.30 29.84 15.56 11.85 16.34 31.27 22.06 18.48
Poly(BZACN)-A 9.30 58.00 22.70 10.00 10.29 13.15 38.06 24.21 14.29

Fig. 9. Raman spectra of (a) poly(BZAPh)-A and (b) poly(BZACN)-A.

Fig. 10. CO2 uptake profiles of poly(BZAPh)-A and poly(BZACN)-A, recorded at (a) 298 and (b) 273 K.
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